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G

   Wool set “Rya“
   The wool has a particularly appealing pile, and 
is suitable for knotting, weaving and embroidery. It is 
made of 100% new wool, is robust, durable, light and 
colour-fast, and free of colourings or foreign subs- 
tances.  10 intensive colours: turquoise, black, white, 
brown, orange, purple, yellow, green, red, blue. Each 
approx. 100 m long.
087055  10 x 100 g                     

F

D   Weaving frames set
   Size: 24 x 18 cm. Max. weaving width: 15 cm. 
With 2 weaving needles, 2 steel rods (for screwing in) 
and set-up comb.
078820                       
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

C   Rod weaving frame
   A particularly handy weaving frame, on which 
it is easy to see quick results, especially if narrow 
strips of cloth are worked with. The warp threads are 
always well tensioned and the large weaving needle 
is easy to handle.  Material: wood. Size: 28.5 x 28.5 
cm. Delivered in a linen sack with weaving needle 
(44.5 x 1.2 cm), 2 balls of weaving material and we-
aving instructions for pot holders.
073158                       
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

B   Wooden round weaving frame
   Complete with weaving needle and instruc-
tions.  Size: Ø 22 cm.
078840                        

A   Large weaving frame with solid base
   Beautiful fabric and carpets can be woven on 
this large standing weaving frame. Two feet, which 
can be quickly attached with the included bolts, give 
the weaving frame a high level of stability. This me-
ans it is also perfect for therapy.  Material: wood, 
natural. Size: 76 x 50 x 43 cm. Includes illustrated 
instructions.
070728                        

C

A

28.5 cm

100 cm

square

sew 
Weave 
and

H

G

FE

B

very stable, 
and thus 
perfect for 
therapy

extra-thick

extremely tear-resistant

Round weaving, 
Ø  22 cm

76
 c

m

24
 c

m

D

E

   Weaving yarn
   Extra-thick yarn made of cotton strips (also for 
the rod weaving frame, item no. 073158). Colour de-
pendant on stocks.  
076002  1 kg                     

   Weaving board
   Weaving on a “large frame“: The large wall 
board has two removable weaving frames. To string 
them you need approx. 15 m of tension line, the ends 
of which are knotted in the holes. The string threads 
can be woven with other materials such as wool, 
raffia, paper, leaves, grass etc.  Material: beech lasts, 
birch plywood weaving frames, both lacquered. Size: 
wall board W 100 x H 80 cm, thickness 3 cm, weaving 
frames W 50 x H 67 cm, thickness 0.8 cm. With 
2 hanging hinges.
070625                        

H   Warp yarn
   Extremely tear-resistant cotton yarn. Perfect 
for weaving.  Material: 100% cotton, natural white, 
1 mm thick.
075352  100 g (= 260 m)                     
075640  500 g (= 1300 m)                     
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M

J

Q   Sticktwist large package
   100 colourfully mixed 8 m yarns in 42 diffe-
rent colours!
070536  100 pieces                     

L

K

N   Fleece fabric
   To reinforce fabrics, e.g. for baskets, hats, 
purses. Is simply ironed on the back of the fabric.  
Dimensionally stable and washable at 40 °C. 
Size: 44 x 50 cm.
025630                        

R   Stickwist
   A colourful mixture with 25 colours: 2 skeins 
of 8 m per colour.  Made of 100% cotton.
192473  50 pieces                     

P   Gold and silver yarn
   For beautiful accents in embroidery, on 
straw stars etc.  Set with 1 spool each of gold and 
silver.
671710  2 x 20 m                     

RQ

Gold and silverPEmbroidery needlesO

N

O
   Embroidery needles without point
      Size: Ø 1.6 x 55 mm.
078004  6 pieces                     

M
L

K
J

  Fabric sets in HABA design
  Ideal for patchwork projects: fabric mix with 7 
different designs. Combination depends on stocks.  
Each set with cuttings of 1 x 1.5 m.

072189  set 1, material: 100% polyester                     
106581  set 2, material: 100% polyester, 

or 65% polyester, 35% cotton                     
045660  set 3, material: 100% polyester                     
045798  set 4, material: 100% polyester                     
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F

A

B

H   Awl
   For piercing beads etc. Can also be used for rattan, mo- 
delling clay and leather work.  Round, conical forged tip made 
of chrome vanadium steel, with base and non-slip hardwood 
grip. Length: 16 cm.
073084  2 pieces                     

G   Natural raffia
   Very versatile.  5 colours: red, yellow, green, natural, blue.
073023  5 x 50 g                     

E

   Basket weaving set
   This set lets you weave a basket easily. The set includes 
cutting dies to weave with raffia or wool.  Material: firm card- 
board. Size: Ø approx. 20 cm, H 4 cm.
077883  10 pieces                     

J

Basket 
weaving

Tip! Stick coloured film to the weaving 
base before you start weaving.

8 mm thick4 mm thick

Fine raffia assortment Natural raffia

Basket weaving

Awl

G

J

H

ED

ColouredSmokedNatural

3,03,02,41,8 2,4

CBA

F

  Rattan
  Best quality. Rotband, cleanly cut, uniform, largely fibre-free 
and break resistant. Each bunch 1 kg.  

074750  1.8 mm thick, natural light                     
074751  2.4 mm thick, natural light                     
074752  3 mm thick, natural light                     
074919  3 mm thick, dark                     

   Rattan, coloured
   For attractive accents when weaving baskets, bowls, 
figures etc.  Size: Ø 2.4 mm. Each bunch 500 g.
074737  red                     
074738  blue                     
074739  green                     

D

C

   High quality round basket weaving bases
     Material: plywood, 8 mm thick. Hole diameter: 3.2 mm. 
5 pieces each.
074454  Ø 10 cm                     
074453  Ø 16 cm                     
074451  Ø 22 cm                     

   Oval basket weaving base
     Material: poplar plywood, 4 mm thick. Hole diameter:  
3 mm, 29 x 19 cm.
069905  5 pieces each                     

   Fine raffia assortment
   Satiny sheen.  Length of each bunch: 30 m.
073280  18 bunches in 18 colours                     
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  Paracord knotting yarn
  Easily knot fashionable bands - and do it quickly with this extra-strong knotting 
yarn. Here the old knotting technique of macramé  is revived with brightly coloured 
cords. The 4 mm thick cords are so robust that they not only visually represent 
strong friendship, they can also be used wherever tear-resistance is needed, e.g. 
for key rings or dog leashes.  Contents per set: 6 cords of assorted colours 
(Ø 4 mm, L of each cord 2.60 m).

077263  colour mix 1, bright                     
077265  colour mix 2, rainbow                     
077267  colour mix 3, military look                     

incl. neon cord

P

Attaches to all smooth 
surfaces. Can hold up 
to 3 kg.

Suction cups with hook

3 spools, 
each with 50 m.

Macramé

Practical helper

Click clip

K

N

P   Suction cups with hook
   Ideal for attaching knotted and woven items, covers, banners etc. to smooth 
surfaces such as table tops, glass, plastic, tin etc. When the screw on the top is 
tightened the hook suctions on. When the screw is loosened the hook can be re-
moved without leaving a mark. Load: 3 kg. Material: plastic, rubber, aluminium. 
Size: Ø 5.5 cm, D 3.5 cm.
075156  4 pieces                     

O   Paracord click clip
   Just click closed! Friendship bands etc. can be easily opened and closed with the 
robust, two-part click clip. The Paracord bands can be easily attached to the eyelets.  
Material: plastic. Size: approx. 4 x 1.6 cm.
077266  10 pieces                     

Knotting – 
more than just a creative activity

K

M
L

Knotting requires fi ne motor skills, hand function, concentration 
and coordination. The various yarns, strings etc. offer tactile and 
kinaesthetic stimuli. The repeating work steps also encourage a 
sense of rhythm. And, last but not least, the quick results are 
motivating.

Tip! 

Wind Paracord around 
a knife handle - both as 
decoration and a grip 
thickener.

ML

N

O

   Macramé  yarn in 2 thicknesses
      Contents: 3 spools, each with 50 m in the colours white, dark brown, 
natural.
073677  Ø 3.5 mm                     
073678  Ø 6 mm                     
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D   Silk painting set
   Consists of 6 different iron-fixable Javana silk paints in a practi-
cal small format.  Colours: yellow, orange, red, may green, blue, ebony.
078177  6 x 50 ml                     

C

B

A   Silk tensioning frame
   The wooden frame is steplessly adjustable up to 100 cm.  Wooden 
last approx. 106 cm long, with screws.
152826                        

A

Simone Wilke, Director of Occupational therapy at 
the Medical Park, Bad Rodach (right) with a patient.

Silk painting

E

D

steplessly
adjustable

Tensioning frame

E

Silk painting is useful in occupational therapy for 
motor and functional treatment. The simple and 
fast work means that, if their arms or hands are 
guided, people with disabilities can also manage 
quick success. Active arm-hand coordination is 
improved and the range of movement of the arm 
is increased thanks to sweeping movements, as are 
hand motor skills with grasping, e.g. fi st closure 
and the 3-fi nger grip, fi ne motor skills and fi nger 
dexterity while holding and guiding the brush or 
threading the beads. The pinch grip and opposing 
hold are also encouraged, which makes holding a 
pen easier at a later stage. The brush can be 
adjusted to suit the mobility and holding abilities 
of the hand.

Silk painting has a great infl uence on hand-hand and 
hand-eye coordination, as well as the coordination 
between both arms with bi-manual actions. Action 
planning, concentration, load capacity and 
enjoyment of movement can all be improved.

Simone Wilke, Director of Occupational therapy 
at the Medical Park, Bad Rodach

82

C

   Silk scarves
      Material: 100% silk, natural white. Size: 150 x 40 cm. Thickness: 
Pongée 05.  
076951  6 pieces                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Long string/long chain. Strangulation risk.

   Javana silk paints
   Water-based; light-fast, washable and cleanable once they are 
ironed. The paints can be mixed with one another or diluted with 
water, and are suitable for cotton, linen, paper, leather or wood with 
the following techniques: contour, salt and watercolour techniques, air 
brush. Colours:     blue, turquoise, golden yellow, red, green, pink.
079150  6 x 275 ml                     

B

   Silk scarves
     Made of 100% silk, hand rolled. Pongé e 05. 12 pieces each.
152553  45 x 45 cm                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Long string/long chain. Strangulation risk.

152554  90 x 90 cm                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Long string/long chain. Strangulation risk.
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24 pieces

H   Effect salt for silk painting
   The sprinkling of individual salt grains on wet 
painted surfaces creates bizarre patterns.  
079151  500 g                     

G   Tensioning needles
   The silk is tensioned on the frame. The 3 teeth 
prevent holes in the silk and, unlike thumb tacks, do not 
cause any rust spots.  
073748  100 pieces                     

F   Silk painting brush set
   With very soft bristles.  Thicknesses: 6, 8 and 16.
152414  3 pieces                     

  Silk tensioning frame
  Easy to clean. Tensioning frame for silk, cot-

ton and other fabrics from 28 x 28 cm to 90 x 90 
cm. The frame does not warp and colour splashes 
can simply be wiped off.  Material: plastic. Size: 
94 x 94 cm. Delivery includes 24 clamping claws.
070085                        

J

J

Tip

Silk painting with contour 
technique

1.  Wash the silk, tension it and 
let it dry.

2.  Place a template under the 
silk and trace it with the 
sublimat pen.

3.  Continuously follow the cont-
ours/lines with contouring 
agent; the silk paint will bleed 
through any gap. Let the cont-
ouring agent dry. 

4.  Colour in the motif with silk 
paint. Tip: To avoid dry edges 
spray the painted areas of the 
silk with water.

5.  After painting, fi x the paint 
with an iron.

•  includes 24 
clamping claws

• easy to clean
• durable

H

GF

  Table protector
  With rounded corners. It protects the table top from 
paint splashes, glue stains and other dirt, but is not 
cut-resistant.  Made of translucent, environmentally fri-
endly PP material.
027273  L 79 x W 79 cm                     
027274  L 119 x W 59 cm                     
027275  L 119 x W 79 cm                     

  Clamping claws
  For silk tensioning frame (item no. 070085).  Mate-
rial: plastic section with claws and rubber.
070332  24 pieces                     
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confetti

E

D

   Clay box
   Made of plastic. Warp, impact and scratch proof; 
stackable. Please order powder-coated sheet steel base 
frame (with casters) separately.  Outersize: 60 x 40 x 30 cm. 
Innersize: 55 x 36 x 30 cm.
096301  Clay box                     
096311  Base frame                     

B

   Banding wheel
   Ball bearing mounted disk on robust carrying axle 
(16 mm). Head with grooves for easy centering of the 
objects to be processed.  Material: turntable made of 
steel, hammer finish paint, anthracite. Size: Ø 23 cm, 
height 12 cm. Weight: 4.3 kg.
157760                        

   Fire clay material
   Top quality: 30% fire clay with 0 - 1 mm grain. 
Specially for coil and slab building. Firing temperature: 
1000 - 1200 °C.  Airtight packages of 10 kg each.
157026  white         
157027  brown          
157028  red          

A

B

C

A

ED Glazes Engobes

ready to use
tropicalblue clouds

C

   Engobes
   Liquid, in convenient tins. The bright colours can 
be applied at any drying stage of the ceramic. When 
unglazed the earthy tone remains at 900 °C. If the cera-
mic is glazed with the transparent liquid glaze and fired 
at approx. 1050 °C the colours will be glossy. Liquid en-
gobes do not create any dangerous fine dust!    
Contents: 200 ml.
069946  white                     
069944  yellow                     
069941  red                     
069942  blue                     
069943  green                     
069947  brown                     
069945  black                     

   Liquid glaze
   Lead-free, ready to use glaze. Stir, use a bristle 
brush to generously apply to the bisque fired ceramic 
twice, and allow to dry. Then the glaze is touch-dry and 
can be fired at 1020 - 1060 °C. Very rich colours!  Cont-
ents: 200 ml (equivalent to approx. 450 g of powder).
157351  white                     
157352  canary yellow                     
157353  orange                     
157354  rosy red                     
157355  sommery blue                     
157356  spring green                     
157357  tobacco brown                     
069910  transparent                     
157358  blue clouds                     
157359  confetti                     
157360  tropical fire                     
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   Soapstone set
   Complete set for beginners.  Contents: 1.5 kg 
soapstone, 1 rasp, soapstone paste, and 1 sheet each 
of abrasive paper in fine, medium, and coarse grit.
155703  7-piece                     

  Working underlay set
  Protects the table from mess, cuts, glue etc.  Material: 
plastic. Colours: red, yellow, green, blue. Size: 60 x 40 cm.
077930  4-piece                     

  Kiln supports
  For support of the kiln plates. The seam makes stable 
stacking possible.  For firing temperatures up to 1280 °C. 
Size: Ø and height 4.5 cm.
155714  3 pieces                     

  Trivets
  For placement underneath ceramics during firing. The 
lower surface contact area ensures optimal heat distri-
bution. Increases the life span of the kiln and kiln plate.  
Material: ceramic. Size: 4.9 cm distance from tip to tip.
155712  50 pieces                     

Kiln plate
  Optimise use of space in the kiln. The kiln posts, item no. 
155714, mean that various levels can be built.  Suitable 
for firing temperatures of up to 1280 °C. Material: Cor-
dierit M 6. Size: Ø 35 cm.
155713                        

50 pieces

F

G

Our soapstone is tested for talc 
in cosmetics in accordance with 
CTFA specifications. 
No asbestos-forming 
components were found within 
the detectability threshold.

Practical helper

KJ

also for aerated 
concrete

H

Creating 
with soapstone

60 cm

35 cm

F

G

H

J
K

    Soapstone rasp set
  For shaping and decorating soapstone blanks. Set  
with 8 different two-sided rasps.   Length: 20 cm.
155499                        

  Polishes soapstone and brings out its marble 
structure
  ... and beautifully brings out its marble structure. The 
break-proof steel wool can be cut with scissors. 
Grain: 1 (= fine). Tip: steel wool also polishes wooden 
surfaces, and is suitable for scratch-free cleaning of 
aluminium or plastic.  
      155002  Steel wool, 200 g                     
      155496  Stone polishing agent, 900 ml                     

   Pendant rods and stone tiles
   Pre-drilled and ideal as pendants. They vary in 
size and shape. The colours and grain range from   
delicate white and pink to elegant grey and black.   
5 pieces each.
074361  Pendant stone tiles, 5 x 3 x 1 cm                     
682934  Pendant rods, 5 x 1 x 1 cm                     

   Soapstone
   High quality fist to palm-sized pieces. Colou-
ring: light grey to green. The soapstone, composed of 
compacted talc, is relatively soft compared to other 
types of stone. It can be cut, rasped, drilled, sanded, 
scratched and scraped with standard tools. Fine grin-
ding and polishing gives it the eponymous soapy 
sheen.  
155166  10 kg                     
155497  25 kg                     
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... made easy!

E

D

C

A

Soft modelling clay

F

H

G

    WORKING UNDERLAYS on page 85

soft and perma-
nently elastic

natural clay, 
air-drying

B

2 pieces

Modelling 

Practical helper

H   Modelling stick set
   For working with clay or modelling clay.  Each 15 
cm long.
073050  6-piece                     

F   Rolling pin
   Ideal for rolling the modelling clay out flat.  Material: 
plastic, with steel shaft. Length: 23 cm.
658929                        

E   Cookie cutter set in a ball container
   Whether modelling clay or cookie dough, the 
spring mechanism presses the shapes out “at the press 
of a button“.  Contents: 24 shapes – 6 x safari, 6 x circus 
and 12 x farm. Material: dishwasher-safe, food-safe 
plastic, metal spring. Size: pig, for example, 7.5 x 6 cm.
069985  24-piece                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

D   Super-soft modelling clay
   This modelling clay is soft, keeps its shape and can 
be used straight away. What‘s cool: it can be re-worked 
over and over again.  Each 1750 g.
077132  red          077133   green          
077134  blue          077135   yellow          
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

077131  Set with 5 colours 
(each 350 g of white, yellow, red, 
green, blue)                    

Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

A

B   Efa Plast
   As versatile as clay but air-dries without the need 
for baking, and doesn‘t develop cracks when drying. Stays 
ready to use in the sealed bag.  Each 1 kg.

075479  white                    
Warning. For use under direct adult supervision.

075480  terracotta                    
Warning. For use under direct adult supervision.

G   Awl
   For piercing beads etc. Can also be used for rattan, 
mo- delling clay and leather work.  Round, conical forged 
tip made of chrome vanadium steel, with base and non-
slip hardwood grip. Length: 16 cm.
073084  2 pieces                     

C   Modelling set “Summer fun“
   Everything you need to start immediately: 
16 x 75 g air-drying coloured modelling clays (with 
natural clay base) in 12 colours (each 1 x purple, pink, 
orange, light blue, black, turquoise, light green, brown; 
each 2 x white, red, yellow, blue), 1 rolling pin (Ø 1.9 cm, 
L 16 cm), 1 modelling stick (L 15.5 cm), 1 brush, 
2 x varnish, 1 set of step-by-step instructions with 
22 design ideas. The modelling clay dries within 24 to 48 
hours. Although the colour rubs off during working, it is 
non-toxic and can be easily washed off with soap and 
water.  
075556  21-piece                    
Warning. For use under direct adult supervision.

  Modelling set
     5 x 500 g white and 2 x 500 g terracotta-coloured air-drying 
modelling clay, plus 4 x 5 assorted modelling tools in a trans- 
parent, stackable click-closure storage box. Size: tools 18 cm 
long, box L 25.5 x W 19 x H 12.5 cm.
074939                       
Warning. For use under direct adult supervision.

   Modelling clay
   Pleasantly cool modelling clay. Can be shaped 
with damp hands. The creations air-dry quickly and har-
den. They can then be sanded, filed, drilled, smoothed, or 
painted with paint, varnish or enamel. Individually made 
pieces can be attached to hardened pieces with a little 
modelling clay.  Each 1 kg.

077379  white                    
Warning. For use under direct adult supervision.

077387  terra                    
Warning. For use under direct adult supervision.
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Ø approx. 4 cm

complete set

M

effervescent or foaming

K

L

J

Casting mould for 
balls and hearts

... encourages sensomotoric competence, 
tactile awareness and hand function. 
The mobility of the fi nger and wrist joint is 
supported; the muscles in the fi ngers, 
hands and lower arms are strengthened. 
Working the warm mixture stimulates 
the metabolism and circulation, and the 
aromas stimulate the senses.

M

Bath balls 
and soap 
to shape or pour

Quickly packaged

  Chiffon bag, white
 Material: organza. Size: 18 x 13 cm.
073668  6 pieces                     

L

K   Soap aroma set
   For scented soaps and bath balls. Set with 4 aro-
mas: rose, orange, green apple and ocean. Simply add it 
to the soap or bath ball powder – the amount depends 
on the desired fragrance intensity.  
073598  4 x 10 ml                     

J   Bath ball powder
   The bath ball powder lets you make effervescent 
(stimulating) or foaming (relaxing) bath balls. The pow-
der is mixed quickly, and can be individually refined 
with soap aroma oils, ground tea leaves, herbs, dried 
flowers etc. Shaping of the ball is particularly easy with 
a casting mould (item no. 073549; please order separa-
tely). Material required per ball: approx. 35 g. When they 
are lovingly packed the bath balls make a refined perso-
nal gift!  Contents: each 400 g.
073529  foaming                     
073534  effervescent                     

M   Casting mould for bath balls
   Easily shapes bath ball powder. The balls or hearts 
can be removed after 15 minutes. Then they need to dry 
for 10 - 12 hours to harden properly.  Material required 
per ball/heart: approx. 35 g of bath ball powder. Materi-
al: plastic. Size: 6 x 7 cm, Ø 4 cm.
073549  ball, 6 pieces                     
077286  heart, 6 pieces                     

   Soap granules
   Knead soap instead of pouring. Mix 100 g soap 
granules with 40 ml hot water, and 1 Tbsp cooking oil, 
let sit for 10 min., and then knead. Add soap color, fra-
grance, or dried herbs and blossoms as desired. Shape the 
soap in your hand, press into the mold, or cut out from 
the rolled-out mixture using the cutter. After approx. 
1 hour, the soap can be can be removed from the molds; 
dries completely in 3 - 4 days.  Contents: 500 g soap 
granules, 3 x soap color 10 ml each (red, yellow, blue), 
1 rubber glove, 1 cutter (fish) (6.5 x 3.5 cm), instructions 
– everything in a plastic bucket with lid.
037359  Soap granules complete set                    
Warning. For use under direct adult supervision.

037358    Soap granules, 600 g                     
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20 x 30 cm
1 mm thick

H

B

45 cm x 5 m, rolled, 1 mm thick

practical sorting

20 x 30 cm, 2 mm thick

D

safe felting

E

F

G

For dry felting

Felting wool set

C

incl. 6 x 25 g felting wool

F   Felting needle grip
   Makes felting needles more comfortable to hold 
and felting is much faster, especially with larger pieces, 
because 4 felting needles (please order separately!) fit 
into the grip. Suitable for dry felting.  Material: wood.
074485                        

G   Foam underlay for felting
      Size: 15 x 20 cm, 2 cm thick.
090913  5 pieces                     

Colour set

C   Felting set
   Ideal for starting out with dry felting. The set con-
tains everything you need: 1 Styrofoam underlay, 3 fel-
ting needles, 1 felting needle grip, 2 cutter shapes (heart, 
star) and 6 x 25 g felting wool in the colours red, blue, 
green, yellow, black and white.  
074827  13-piece                     

A   Felt assortment
     Fine felt in 15 brilliant colours. Thickness: 2 mm. 
Sheet size: 20 x 30 cm. Colours: light yellow, skin tone, 
orange, red, rust, white, pink, purple, light blue, dark blue, 
black, medium brown, dark grey, light green, green.
075811  15-piece                     

   Crafting felt on a roll
   ... in 10 intense colours.  Length: 5 m, width: 45 cm, 
thickness: 1 mm. 1 roll each.
075830  yellow 075836  black                     
075831  red 075837  beige                     
075832  blue 075838  orange                     
075834  brown 075839  grey                     
075835  white                      

B

  Felt set - assorted pack
  ... in practical colour combinations. What this means is 
that there is more of commonly used colours.  A total of 
40 sheets in 15 colours: each 2 x rust, turquoise, lilac, 
pink, grey, black, may green, light green and light blue; 
each 3 x dark blue, orange, white and brown, each 5 x 
yellow and red. Size: 20 x 30 cm, Thickness: 1 mm.
075848  40-piece                     

Set

For wet felting

  Olive oil soap
  For wet felting. The soap is a pure 
natural pro- duct, which is gentle 
on the wool and hands during fel-
ting.  In a practical dosage bottle.
131954  125 ml                     

E   Multi felter
   Ensures fast and secure dry felting as the 7 need-
les disappear into a protective ring. They can be interch-
anged individually.  With plastic handle. Size: Ø 3.5 cm, 
Length: 10 cm, Needle length: 7.8 cm.
077147  1 piece                     

H   Felting wool
   For creation of pictures, appliqué s on crafting felt 
or three-dimensional objects. Made of naturally dyed 
South American merino wool, which has a long thread 
and is finely brushed.  In bright individual colours, each 
200 g, or as a set.

078450  green  078457  white                     
078451 blue 078453 yellow                     
078452 red  078458 orange                     

D   Felting needles
      Length: 90 mm.
090922  3 pieces                     
090880  20 pieces                     

     
681102  Set with 12 colours, each 250 g                     

A

Felting
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ML

N

N
O

O

M

P   Felt pin “Tree”
   In no time, the felt disks, wooden beads, and stars 
are placed from bottom to top on the round rods. The 
little wooden disks are the tree stands.  Contents: Felt 
disks in 4 sizes and 2 colors, felt stars (Ø 8.5 cm) – each 
die cut and pierced, 4 round rods (Ø L 4 mm, L 20 cm), 
wooden beads, drilled wooden disks, instructions. Makes 
4 felt tree stickers. Size: Ø 10 cm, height 20 cm. Level of 
difficulty: easy. Age: 3 years and up.
100607  4 pieces                     

Felt threads
throughout 

the year

  Embroidery needles without point
    Size: Ø 1.6 x 55 mm.
078004  6 pieces                     

P

J K

J

L

   Threaded snowman
   Fun snowman parade. Nice as chains with 3 snow-
men and snowflakes each or short pendants of 1 snow-
man and snowflake. The parts are already die cut and 
only still have to be threaded.  Contents: Discs, snowfla-
kes, and hats made of 2 mm thick felt, cut and pierced, 
white wooden beads, silver thread, silver Sticktwist, in-
structions. Size: Snowflakes Ø 8 cm. Level of difficulty: 
easy. Age: 6 years and up
040438  for 8 chains or 24 pendants                     

   Threaded flower decorations
   Flowers bloom instantly: Thread the individual pi- 
eces onto the rods, and that‘s it!  Contents: 30 die-cut 
felt parts in 10 colours, 20 die-cut bright green felt 
sheets, 10 rods, 100 natural wooden beads in 4 forms, 
1 set of instructions. Dimensions: Flowers 11.5 cm in 
diameter, height 20 cm. Level of difficulty: easy.   
Age: 3 years and up.
078410  10 pieces                     

   Felt threading flowers
   Thread spring flowers onto a string and hang them 
up.  Contents: 30 flowers in 3 sizes and 3 colours, 5 but-
terflies, 5 hearts (all made from 3 mm thick felt, pre-per-
forated and die-cut so they can be threaded straight 
away), 180 wooden beads in 3 colours (7 mm in diame-
ter), 5 metres of yarn and 1 set of instructions. Makes 10 
threaded flowers measuring approximately 20 cm in 
length. In order to compare them, the largest flower has 
a diameter of 6.5 cm. Level of difficulty: medium.   
Age: 6 years and up.
075630  10 chains                     

   Threaded rain drops
   The clouds, drops, and beads are thread in place: 
on long chains (3 clouds) or short pendants (1 cloud).  
Contents: pierced felt cut-outs, drilled wooden beads (Ø 
7 mm), silver yarn, instructions. Size: cloud approx. 7.1 x 
3.7 cm. Level of difficulty: easy. Age: 6 years and up.
038171  for 5 chains or 15 pendants                     

Order at the 
same time!

  Felt pins
  Pin felt pieces, stick on beard or hair, decorate cap, or 
attach star – the amusing felt pins are already finished.  
Contents per set: pierced felt cut-outs, drilled wooden 
disks, round rods, wooden beads, wooden balls with prin-
ted eyes (Santa Claus) or face (angel), craft cotton or 
angel hair, and instructions. Size: Ø approx. 8 cm, 
H approx. 20 cm. Levelof difficulty: easy. Age: 4 years and 
up. 6 pieces each.

041308  “Santa Claus”                     
041565  “Angel”                     

K
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  Acrylic paint set
... with 8 colours: white, yellow, red, magenta, green, blue, 
black, brown.
072248  8 x 250 ml                
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.    

  Creall acrylic paint assortment
  Pastose acrylic paints for all surfaces. The brilliant water- 
based colours have excellent coverage, dry glossy, can be 
mixed or diluted with water, and are water and weather- 
proof once they have dried. They are very durable with a 
layer of lacquer on top.  Each 6 x 80 ml.
627763  popular colours (pink, purple, light green, steel 

blue, orange, lemon yellow)                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

669825  basic colours (black, white, light green, 
light blue, dark red, light yellow)                    

Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

Basic colours, 6 x 80 mlPopular colours set, 6 x 80 ml

Set, 8 x 750 ml

Individual colours, each 750 ml

Finger paints

Anyone can paint!

Set, 8 x 500 ml

  BioColor set
  High-quality, ready to use water-based paints. Adhere well 
to all surfaces, are economical and replace many other 
paints. BioColor remains elastic, does not tear or get wiped 
away, spreads well and can easily be washed off all smooth 
surfaces (including skin). The paints can be used directly from 
the bottle, or with brushes, fingers etc. If needed the paints 
can be mixed with water or with other colours. Once the 
paint is dry it can be removed as a film, for example from 
windows.  8 colours: white, red, yellow, blue, purple, green, 
brown, black.
152369  8 x 500 ml                    
Warning. For use under direct adult supervision.

  Finger paints
  Can be used with a sponge, fingers or brushes. Easily trans- 
ferred from the bottle to containers and palettes. High opa-
city; easy to spread. Tip: wash any spots out immediately 
with water and dish-washing detergent.  Each 750 ml.

071001 red                   071002 blue

071003 green  071004 yellow                    

071005  black  071006  white                    

071007 brown  071788  orange                    

072178  purple  072179  pink                    
Warning. For use under direct adult supervision.

071830  8 x 750 ml                    
Warning. For use under direct adult supervision.
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   Brush stand
 Stable and resistant to water and paint stains. 
Made of solid wood, smoothly polished and lacquered, 
with 24 drilled holes (Ø 10 mm).  Size: 28 x 8 x 5 cm. 
Delivery without brushes.
071794                        

H

   Children‘s brush set
   The pear-shaped handles mean that the bru- 
shes are easy to hold.  With metal ferrule and light, 
short natural bristles. Length: approx. 10.5 cm.
070405  12-piece                     

G

F   Brush set ”Colour harmony“
   The matching brush for each colour: red paint 
= red handle.  Contents: 24 round brushes in thickness 
6 (L 19 cm) and 10 (L 21 cm), 24 flat brushes in thick-
ness 8 (L 17.6 cm) and 12 (L 19.3 cm) – 2 brushes of 
each thickness with white, yellow, red, blue, green 
and black handle. All with white synthetic bristles, 
metal ferrule and ergonomically shaped lacquered 
handle.
073614  48-piece                     

E   Bristle brushes - value pack
   Good value for a large pack! Gussow brush 
with light bristles, seamless aluminium ferrule and 
short natural wood handle.  
Contents: each 12 brushes thickness 4, 6, 8, 10, 12.
073046  60-piece                     

D   School brushes - value pack
   Round brushes with fine hair blend, seam-less 
aluminium ferrules and short, dark red wooden 
handles.  
Contents: each 12 brushes in the sizes 4, 6, 8, 10, 12.
073047  60-piece                     

C

B

A   Soft touch brush set
   High quality synthetic brushes with robust, 
flexible synthetic bristles. The pleasant velvety soft 
touch surface and recessed grip make the handle 
comfortable to hold, non-slip and thus make brush- 
work easier. The brushes are particularly suitable for 
painting on fabric, and for decoupage.  
Contents: 3 flat brushes sizes 8, 12, 14 and 3 round 
brushes sizes 5, 6, 8.
075624  6-piece                     

  Starter paintbrush set
  High-quality synthetic paintbrushes with short ergono-
mically shaped handle. Ideal for day nursery, kindergar-
ten, and therapeutic facilities.  Contents: 10 round paint-
brushes size 14 and 10 flat paintbrushes size 16.
039718  20-piece                     

H

made of 
solid wood

C

BSoft touch 
handles

ED

A

F

any colour for 
your brush

yellow stays yellow

red stays red

Handles in
4 colours

G

  Rhinestone assortment
  For craft, embellishment, decoration and adorning. 
Stars, flowers, circles, hearts and squares in various 
colours and sizes (depending on stocks).  Material: 
plastic. Size approx. 4 mm to 3.5 cm. Approx. 100 g.

627260  2.000 pieces                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking 
risk.

074088  Rhinestone glue, 40 ml                     
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  Pencils with grip
  Are very comfortable to hold thanks to the ergonomic 
triangular shape and the non-slip zone. They have a 
break-resistant lead, are easy to sharpen and are lac-
quered.  Hardness: B. Length: 17.5 cm. 12 pieces each.

071320  Pencil grip 
(pencil Ø 7.8 mm, lead Ø 2 mm)                     

070313  Jumbo grip pencil 
(pencil Ø 10 mm, lead Ø 3.3 mm)                     

A

B

   Thick coloured pencils
   ... in 12 different colours.  
L 17.5 cm, lead Ø 6 mm, pencil Ø 10 mm.
071424  12 pieces                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

   Double sharpener set
   For normal lead and coloured pencils, as well as 
8 or 10 mm thick pencils.  Made of plastic. 8 cm tall, 
Ø 5 cm. Colour dependant on stocks.
073231  2-piece                     

Colour set

3.3 mm

3.3 mm

2 mm

D

C

B

with 24 colours

gold + silver, 2 x 30 ml

Basic colours, 5 x 30 ml

Spring colours, 5 x 30 ml

• with grip
•  ergonomic 

triangular shape

thick
6 mm

3-layer
6 mm

thin
3 mm

Good value brand 
quality

Special pencils

A

thick
6 mm

  Pencil sets in a wooden box
  3 versions: thick (Ø 10 mm, 6 mm lead); thin (Ø 7 mm, 3 mm lead) 
and as thick triangular pencils. The leads are firmly glued in the 
wood and draw softly.  Material: wood, lacquered. Size: pencils 
approx. 17.5 cm long; wooden box 20.8 x 12.2 x 8.4 cm (L x W x 
H). Each with 144 pencils in 12 colours, in a robust wooden box 
with divisions.
072055  thin                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

072054  thick                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

073045  triangular                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

   
077744  thin                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

072053  thick                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

077741  triangular                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

  Bead maker
  Pressing the bottle creates beads of various sizes. 
Contours and embellishments can also be drawn. The 
paint sticks firmly to the surface as it dries. The paint 
sticks to fabric, ceramics, glass, metal, wood, card-
board, paper etc.  Fabrics decorated with beads can 
be washed at 40 °C and ironed inside out.
079302  Spring set, 5 x 30 ml 

(pearly sky blue, pearly lilac, 
pastel pink, pastel green, fire opal)                     

079004  Colour set, 5 x 30 ml 
(white, yellow, red, blue, green)                     

079003  2 x 30 ml (gold and silver)                     

  Metallic felt-tip pens
  For shimmering effects. The robust felt-tip pens are suita- 
ble for drawing and writing on metal, paper (including on 
black), wood, plastic, leather, glass etc.  Line width: 4 mm. 
The colours are odour-free and non-fade. No pumping 
needed. Colours: silver, gold, copper, blue, red.
073775  5 pieces                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

073471  24 pieces                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.
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•  with clever vibration 
effect

•  creates interesting 
writing

H

   PenAgain ErgoSof
   Its ergonomic shape and roughened soft surface 
makes it easy to grip and fit optimally in the hand. Recom-
mended for those with hand impairments, e.g. missing 
finger joints or fingers. Refillable, lead can be folded in.  
Colour: silver grey. Material: plastic. 
Size: L 10 cm, W approx. 1.5 - 3 cm, H approx. 0.5 cm. 
Including 2 replacement leads.
148113  3-piece                     

   Pen holder, small
   This makes pens and pencils easier to hold as the 
ergonomically-shaped indents ensure that the thumb 
and index finger are always in the correct writing posi-
tion.  Size: 2.5 x 2.5 cm. Material: plastic. 
Contents: 10 pieces in assorted colours.
147548  10 pieces                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

  Watercolour and wax crayon in one
  These extra-thick crayons can be used as a water colour and are suitable 
for all surfaces, even windows. Good colour coverage, even on dark paper. 
Water soluble.  Size: crayon Ø 1.6 cm, L 11 cm, lead Ø 10 mm, L 7 cm. PEFC 
certified.
669583  Stabilo woody, 10 pieces (10 colours)                     
070370  Stabilo woody, 48 pieces 

(18 colours in a practical assortment)                     
070064  Sharpener for Stabilo woody, 2 pieces (assorted colours)                     

extra-thick
10 mm

extra-thick
10 mm

G

F

D

EWriting aids and pen thickeners

Extra-thick pens

   Pen thickener with wings
   The wings prevent little fingers slipping off toward 
the top. For right and left- handers. Suitable for pens/
pencils with Ø max. 5 mm.  Material: extra-soft rubber 
which doesn‘t cause any pressure marks. 
5 pieces in 5 colours.
147632  5 pieces                     

E

   Pencil holder
 Hold the pencil correctly. Simply push over the 
pencil and then one simply cannot hold the pen incor-
rectly any longer. That is particularly important for 
left-handed people.   Material: rubber. Size: approx. 4 cm 
long (for pens with max. 5 mm Ø). Contents: 4 pieces 
(red, yellow, green, blue)
655534  4 pieces                     

F

G

H

D

  LYRA Groove Triple
  3-in-1: The LYRA Groove Triple is a watercolour pencil, coloured pencil and 
wax crayon in one. It has an ergonomic triangular shape with an enclosed 
end. The grip indents ensure that fingers automatically find the right writing 
posture. Further advantages are the high colour brilliance, the soft lines, 
exceptional opacity and watercolour effect.  Length: 12 cm, lead Ø 10 mm.
073758  12 pieces in 12 colours                     
073689  72 pieces in 18 colours                     

C
re
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•  with clever vibration 

•  creates interesting 

   Wobbly pen
   Thick and thin coloured pencils, pens, felt-tip pens 
etc. can be placed in the battery-operated pen holder.  
The vibration effect on the fingers, hand and arm moti-
vate children to write and draw. Battery included.  Mate-
rial: brightly coloured plastic. Length: 16 cm.
147450  1 piece                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.
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  Craft scissors
  Bolted pointed scissors with extra-thick, 
non-slip handles.  Length: 13.5 cm. Colour 
dependant on stocks.
666920                        

  Ceramic cutter
  This precision cutter cuts everything with 
its sharp ceramic blade (which stays sharp!), 
even thick plastic packaging (e.g., of pills), 
paper, or fabric. With anti-slip grip made of 
silicone; includes protective cap. Material: 
silicone and ceramic. Dishwasher-safe and 
food-safe. Size: L approx. 15 x Ø 1.3 cm.
634767                        

  Tool and scissor stand
  With 16 holes.  Material: solid beech. 
Size: 28 x 8 x 5.5 cm.
070810                        

  Single-handed 
table scissors
  For people with restricted 
hand movement. Self-opening scis-
sors with nonslip foot.  Material: wood, 
stainless steel, plastic. Size: wooden block 
L 26 x W 7.5 x H 3.5 cm, length of scissors, 
16 cm.
147620                        

  Self-opening scissors for adults
  With ergonomically-shaped handles. The 
yoke spring means that the blades open by 
themselves. With blade protection.  Materi-
al: stainless steel. Length: approx. 20 cm.
147466  For right-handers                    
147467  For left-handers                     

A

particularly 
robust

E
D

  Craft glue
  This glue sticks wood, cardboard, paper or felt together 
quickly and cleanly. Also ideal for the attachment of 
sprinkled items. Can also be mixed with solvent-free 
paints, or diluted with water and used as a lacquer for 
indoor items. Once hardened it is insoluble in cold water.  

070603  1 kg                     
070602  5 kg                     

F

D

ECB

F

C

B

A

Special scissors

solid
beech

for left and 
right-handed people

34 kg package

Basic and 
effect paper

Both: 50 x 70 cm

�

   Paper sets
   Practical colour sorting: acid-free paper in 14 co-
lours; frequently used colours have double the number 
of sheets.  Contents: 20 sheets each of red, yellow, blue, 
green, light blue, light green; 10 sheets each of black, 
brown, beige, orange, purple, pink, white and rose. For-
mat: 50 x 70 cm. 200 sheets each.
070034 Coloured drawing paper set, 130 g/m2                 

070035 Coloured card set, 220 g/m2                   
070036  Photo card set, 300 g/m2                     

   Paper assortment package
   Coloured drawing paper and photo card in a giant 
mixed package for your paper stocks.  Contents: 100 
sheets of coloured drawing paper (130 g/ m2; 10 sheets 
of 10 colours each) and 100 sheets of photo card (300 g/
m2; 10 sheets of 10 colours each). Format: 50 x 70 cm.
070028  200 sheets                     

  Self-opening scissors for children
    Length: approx. 18.5 cm.
070906  For right-handers                     
070908  For left-handers                     

   Paper package
      Contents: 50 sheets of coloured paper (50 x 70 
cm), 50 sheets of coloured photo card (50 x 70 cm), 10 
sheets of corrugated board (50 x 70 cm), 25 sheets of 
translucent paper (70 x 100 cm, folded to 35 x 50 cm), 
10 sheets of motif card (270 g/m2, 50 x 70 cm), 10 rolls 
of crepe paper (W 50 cm, length: 2.5 m), 130 sheets of 
tissue paper (rolled), 10 sheets of decorative fleece (50 x 
70 cm), 10 sheets of decorative fleece with golden 
threads (50 x 70 cm), 500 origami squares (15 x 15 cm), 
500 origami squares (20 x 20 cm), 100 rainbow origami 
squares (15 x 15 cm).
079000  14 kg                     

  Glue sticks
    This glue stick set is perfect for paper, card, 
photos, leather and fabric. Any stains can be 
washed out of almost all fabrics. Solvent-free.  
698938  3 x 20 g                     
070913  12 x 20 g                     

   Jumbo craft package
     With lots of basic and effect paper: 100 sheets of 
coloured drawing paper (50 x 70 cm), 100 sheets of pho-
to card (50 x 70 cm), 500 sheets of coloured card (A4), 
250 sheets of drawing paper (A3, white), 20 sheets of 
corrugated board (E-corrugations, 50 x 70 cm), 100 
sheets of translucent paper (50 x 70 cm), 50 sheets of 
coloured paper (non-adhesive, 35 x 50 cm), 125 sheets 
of tissue paper (50 x 70 cm), 250 sheets of photo card 
(A4), 50 sheets of rainbow paper (35 x 50 cm), 1 set of 
nature papers (3 sheets of mulberry fibre paper, 5 sheets 
of straw silk paper, 5 sheets of banana paper, 2 sheets of 
flower paper, 3 sheets of moon rock; 23 x 33 cm).
079090  34 kg                     
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  Woven animals
A real eye-catcher and easy to make: Cut out the parts 
and paper strips, braid the slots and stick the end of 
the strips together. Then the colorful animals only need 
a face, and can then be decorated as desired, e.g. with 
Pearl Makers, glitter liners and mosaic stickers.  Cont-
ents: 6 printed and die-cut paper cutouts, 2 card cu-
touts, 1 sheet of adhesive eyes, 1 set of instructions. 
Dimensions: Elephants 23 x 15 cm, Owls 17.5 x 14.5 
cm. Age: 5 years and up. Each 6 pieces.
627939  “Elephant”                     
627940 “Owl”                     

  Pricking pen
  ... with fine point and plastic handle. Can be held like 
a pen (three-finger grip).  Length: 13.5 cm.
075186  20 pieces                     

  Pricking needle block
  This wooden block provides space for storing 28 pri-
cking needles.  Material: solid beech wood.   
Size: L 13 x W 8 x H 2.5 cm.
075553                        

  Pricking felt - the 
perfect underlay
    Size: 19 x 12 x 1 cm.
075552  10 pieces                     

  Craft scissors set
    Contents: 5 pointed and 5 rounded scissors, each in 
a different colour. Possible colours: red, blue, yellow, 
green. Material: stainless steel, with plastic handle. 
Length: approx. 13 cm.
068913  10 pieces                     

  Pricking needle, large
  With ergonomically-shaped wooden handle and 
extra-thick needles. Ideal for small hands.   
Size: L 8 cm; handle Ø 1.5 cm.
075220  10 pieces                     

  Motif scissors
  Each pair of scissors cuts a different motif. They 
give cards, certificates and pictures on paper, card 
or other materials a decorative edge: zigzag, wavy 
or curved...  Material: plastic, metal. Length: 16 cm.
073769  10 pieces                     

5 pointed and 5 rounded scissors

From point  to surface  to solid
Pricking the Fröbelian way

The pricking needle makes holes (“points“) in a piece of paper, multiple holes create 
a picture (“surface“) and then a special pricking technique creates a 3-dimensional 
shape (“solid“).

What‘s needed: • pricking felt  • paper  • pricking needles  • scissors  • template

Sparkly material

Pricking – as we all know it
A sheet of paper is placed on the pricking felt. The outline of a motif is transferred to the paper 
underneath with the pricking needle, either using a template or your own design. If individual ele-
ments are pricked from the back then they look raised and sculptural on the front. 

Even better: Pricking the Fröbelian way
Here the outline of the motif is also pricked from the front along the template before you get 
into the details, in the truest sense of the word. Children are faced with a question: “from which 
side do I need to prick with the pricking needle to create small bumps on the front?“ Making this 
connection requires cognitive flexibility and spatial imagination. It is also important that the 
selection of details is left to the children, and that they don‘t simply start pricking but rather 
carefully work in a certain rhythm. This encourages fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. 
Verbal support can also be offered by an adult, e.g. “look carefully, hit the point, prick the 
hole – pick up your needle!“

Repetition of the “pricking verses“ encourages expressive language in children. Fröbelian pri-
cking encourages attentiveness when using the pricking needle and conveys basic geometri-
cal knowledge through the creation of squares, circles and triangles. Pricking lifeforms such as 
animals or flowers is also very popular with children. During and after pricking there are many 
opportunities to start discussions about the shapes being made. 

  Practical format mix
    200 sheets in each of the formats A3, A4, A5, A6 and 
8 x 35 cm. Each package has 1,000 sheets.
070244 Coloured paper basic set, 130 g/m2                     
070245  Coloured card basic set, 220 g/m2                      
070246  Photo card basic set, 300 g/m2                     
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   Insect hotel
   Luxury hostel for creepy crawlies and flying insects. It‘s not 
quite ready yet. Once you have painted it with acrylic paint, you can 
put it together. Nail the back wall. Then make the levels of the insect 
hotel “homely“ by laying down wood shavings, hay, hollow stems, 
thin branches, etc.  Material: 4 mm thick plywood. Dimensions: 
W 27 x H 29 x D 17 cm. Delivery incl. nails and instructions. Level 
of difficulty: medium. Age: 5 years and up.
627589                        

C

   Feeding house
   Paint, stick it together and hang it up. That‘s how quickly 
wintering birds get a new feeding place. The wooden pieces are 
already pre-drilled. Acrylic paints, bead makers, mosaic stone etc. 
can be used to paint and decorate them ...  Contents: 7 plywood 
cuttings (8 mm thick), 60 cm aluminium wire for hanging, instruc-
tions. Size of the completed feeding house: W 24 x H 28 x D 22 cm. 
Level of difficulty: easy. Age: 3 years and up.
627740                        

   Feeding station
   Construction is easy: the wooden pieces just need to be put 
together and glued. Then the feeding station for small birds can be 
decorated however you like. Includes instructions, glue, metal rod 
and wire.  Material: untreated 12 mm thick plywood. Size: W 21 x H 
59 x D 29 cm. Level of difficulty: medium. Age: 5 years and up.
627392                        

A

B   Deco varnish spray
   Artwork such as cast figures can be quickly and cleanly 
sprayed with a uniform varnish layer. Sticks to almost any surface 
and is ideal for hard-to-reach places. Results in a colorless water- 
and weather-resistant, non-yellowing coating.  
074044  300 ml                    
Warning. For use under direct adult supervision.

  Soft glass mosaic stones
  ... in many colors and shapes. The sides are flat or convex 
and the edges are polished smooth.  Size: approx. 1 - 1.5 
cm. Contents: 750 g.
075205  approx. 500 pieces                    
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small parts. Choking risk.

C

B

A

Cosy homes 
 for birds & insects

Attractive homes for birds, butterflies etc. are 
useful, and also a real eye-catcher. The wooden 
parts – all pre-cut and drilled – are simply put 
together and screwed or nailed. Acrylic paints, 
bead makers, mosaic stone etc. can be used to 
paint and decorate them.
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Cosy homes 
 for birds & insects

L   Work bench, height-adjustable to 2 levels
   With 2 bench vices and 2 bench dogs. There is an additional 
adapter delivred with the work bench to create a working height of 
86 cm.  Material: extra-hard Nordic birch; steel spindles. 
Size: W 96 cm x D 52 cm, working height: 65 or 86 cm.
190893                        

K   Worktop
   Wooden plate with felt gliders, vice and mounting instructions. 
2 clamps attach it to any table.  Material: wood. 
Size: 31 x 58 cm; 7 cm thick.
662006                        

J   Large tool cabinet
   The robust, lockable wooden cabinet contains 43 tools (for a list 
see the tool set, item no. 096819).  Size: W 155 x H 43 x D 53 cm.
096809                       
Warning. For use under direct adult supervision.

H   Tool set
     Contents: 8-piece wrench shaft set (6 - 22 mm), folding ruler 
(2 m), universal saw bow “Junior“, painter‘s spatula (40 mm), universal 
knife, handyman‘s clamp (50 x 150 mm), chisel (16 mm), 3-piece 
screwdriver set (2 x slot, 1 x PH), handyman‘s vice, steel hammer 
(300 g), 8-piece hexagon socket wrench set (1.5 - 6 mm), hand drill, 
pincers (150 mm), semi-circular engineer‘s file (1 - 200 mm), flat 
engineer‘s file (1 - 200 mm), combination pliers (150 mm), universal 
stapler, pipe wrench, hand saw (300 mm), carpenter‘s angle (250 mm), 
lead pencil, voltage tester, 5-piece drill set (2 x wings, 3 x HSS).
096819  43-piece                    
Warning. For use under direct adult supervision.

G   Fretsaw cabinet and tools
      Contents: 18 high-quality steel tools and fretsaw, fretsaw blades, 
clamping notch for fretsaw blades, hammer, pliers, drill, screwdriver etc. 
Size of the wooden cabinet: W 29.5 x H 36.5 x D 6.5 cm.
096836                       
Warning. For use under direct adult supervision.

F

E

   Gimlets
   Easily makes holes in strong cardboard, and can also work with 
wood. Thickness: 3 mm. Complies with DIN 6445.  Material: tool steel. 
Length: 16 cm.
073053  3 pieces                     

   Chestnut drill
   Finger-friendly chestnut drill or nutcracker. The screw holds the 
chestnut in place, and the included hand drill hits the target throught 
the quide holes in the case. The fingers stay safe! In winter children can 
easily and quickly crack just about any nut (apart from Brazil nuts!)  
Material: beech wood. Size: approx. 8 x 12 x 4 cm.
073237                        

JH

Tool sets

with 2 vices
and 2 plane hooks
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43 tools      + cupboard
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F

  Figure winder
Contents: base plate made of plywood (16.5 x 16.5 cm), 
30 wooden dowels, 12 motif templates (angel, star large 
+ small, ball, 3 different trees, heart, mushroom, boot, 
bell, treble clef), 1 set of instructions. Level of difficulty: 
medium. Age: 6 years and up.
627727  12 motifs                     

  Star winder
Contents: 1 large (Ø 16 cm) and 1 small (Ø 10.5 cm) star 
winder, printed and pre-drilled, 14 wooden dowels, 1 set 
of instructions. Material: wood. Level of difficulty: easy. 
Age: 3 years and up.
076699  2 pieces                     

with 12 winding 
templates

with 8 winding 
templates

Everything for the wire winding workshop

all through the year

Wire bending 
tool set

Pliers setGlass bead 
mix

Wire mix, gold and silver

KJH

F

Wire assortment, colour

Craft wire setFiligree wire

E

DC

BA

Evenly shape
wire

The base plate must first be populated with pegs according to the numbered template, 
and then the wire can be wound into a shape. And then it‘s time to wind: from 1 to ... 
with aluminium wire or pipe cleaners. The finished shape can be taken from the base 
plate and wrapped with filigree wire decorated with beads and sequins.

Winter Christmas Spring

Pipe cleaners

E   Wire assortment, colourful
   Soft wire for winding and bending to make figures.  Contents: each 10 m of 
aluminium wire in red, gold, blue (Ø 2 mm), 20 m of aluminium wire in silver (Ø 2 
mm), each 200 g of filigree wire in gold and silver.
072356                        

B   Craft wire set
   For filigree stars and pendants.  Colours: silver, gold, purple, black, brown, 
red, green, copper, blue. Wire: Ø 0.3 mm.
070249  9 spools of 2 m                     

D   Pipe cleaners, metallic
   Extra-long.  5 colours: gold, silver, red, blue, green. Size: Ø 8 mm.
627821  5 x 5 m                     

C   Aluminium wire set
   Easily bendable wire.  Colours: blue, black, silver, green, gold, red, copper. 
Wire thickness: 2 mm.
070256  7 x 5 m                     

K   Wire bending tool set
   Can wind wire spirals with diameters of 1.5 - 10 mm.  Material: metal with 
non-slip grip. Size: 14.3 cm long.
070054  2-piece                     

J   Pliers set with bag
    Contents: round nose pliers, straight needle-nosed pliers, bent needle- 
nosed pliers, pre-cutter, bent nose pliers, wire cutter. Pliers length: each 13 cm.
073543  6-piece                     

H   Transparent glass bead mix
   Various colours and shapes.  Size: Ø approx. 0.5 - L 16 mm.   
Contents: 500 g.
072859  approx. 550 pieces                
Warning. Not suitable for children under 3 years. Small spheres. Choking risk.    

A

Especially nice 
and flexible

  Figure winder spring
Contents: Base plate made of plywood (16.5 x 16.5 cm), 
wooden dowels, 8 motif templates (chicken, bird, tulip, 
flower, egg, butterfly, heart, rabbit), 1 set of instructions. 
Level of difficulty: easy. Age: 5 years and up.
025564  8 motifs                     

Wiry  figures

Aluminium wire set

   Wire assortment
   Ideal for the figure winder (item no. 627727).  Each set includes three dif- 
ferent wires. Contents: 20 m aluminium wire (Ø 2 mm), 10 m diamond wire and 
100 g filigree wire.
072357  gold                     
072358  silver                     

mix

   Filigree wire
   This fine wire can be shaped as desired.  Thickness: medium. 
Contents: each 100 g in pieces of 53 cm.
076827  gold                     
076831  silver                     
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